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O U R

M E M O R I E S

D E S I G N

H O M E S

More than just a design brand, OYOY is for modern families in the 

search of re-calling childhood memories and creating new ones. Our 

design collections are rooted in the Danish traditions of simplicity. 

We represent a playful yet straight forward aesthetic approach to 

design and we accompany everyday family life.

I D E N T I T Y
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I N S P I R A T I O N

OYOY is for families in the search of recalling childhood memories and 
creating new ones. More than just a design brand...

We all have them: the memories. It can be memories of childhood, mem-

ories of so- mething sweet someone said to you, memories of what you 

did on a precise date and where you were when it happened, memories of 

something bad, memories of something nice, memories of your favorite 

toys from your childhood. The best part is that no one can take away the 

memories. They are with you forever. The best memories are often crea-

ted impulsively and are often just about taking the time to be together 

and forget about everyday activities.

TOGETHERNESS. Definiton of togetherness and why we pay tribute to it:

’One of the strongest values is the feeling of being with others - united 

in a community and the feeling of being part of a group. The group can 

be family, friends or acquaintances. Through experiences and time spent 

together, the feeling of togetherness will be reinforced. ’

The family feeling is most important to us. It is the one that inspires us in 

the way we design and the desire we have for our products. We aim for 

our designs to be an important part of the surroundings that gives the 

feeling of closeness and togetherness.

OYOY is for families in the search of recalling childhood memories and 

creating new ones. 

Our Memories design Homes
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W H A T  W E 

B E L I E V E  I N 1. THE FAMILY FEEL 

2. NEARNESS IN ALL WE DO 

3. AN ADVENTUROUS MIND-SET 

4. THE PLAYFUL APPROACH 

5. PROACTIVE 

6. CREATIVITY ABOVE ALL 

OUR BELIEFS - what we believe in...
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OYOY wants to be the strongest Danish design brand offering home 

accessories for children, adults and the homes they live in. We strive 

to be respectful and dedicated to the manufactured products, all 

involved people and our surrounding nature – always with a creative 

and playful approach in mind

A  S T R O N G 

S E N S E  O F 

B E L O N G I N G 

T O  D E N M A R K

OUR VISION
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T H E  F A M I L Y 

F E E L . . .

• We have more than 2000 customers around the world. A wide 

range of lifestyle stores, stores with products for children, online 

shops, chain and department stores.

• We are represented in more than 50 countries worldwide

• Our brand and products are represented by more than 10 agencies 

in Europe* 

• We have a solid distributor network in all regions of the world*

* Distributor / Agent contact information https://oyoylivingdesign.com/pages/wholesale

OYOY Living Design is represented worldwide...

+ 2000
CUSTOMERS

+ 50
COUNTRIES

+ 10
AGENCIES
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We love to share our stories and therefore our website contains lots 

of exciting content, in the form of information about products, blog 

posts, etc. We are proud to offer two separate webshops, one for 

retail customers and another for retailers. If you are a retailer, you will 

also find a link to the B2B-webshop below and on our website.

WEBSITE / WEBSHOP

www.oyoylivingdesign.com

RETAILER / B2B-WEBSHOP

https://oyoy.spysystem.dk/?controller=Index&action=GetLoginPage

O Y O Y 

L I V I N G 

D E S I G N 

W E B S I T E S

THE WORLD OF OYOY LIVING DESIGN
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If you have any questions or would like to know more about our 

conditions, please contact us at sales@oyoy.dk

You are also welcome to contact your local agent / distributor:

https://oyoylivingdesign.com/pages/wholesale

PLEASE CONTACT USD O  Y O U 

H A V E 

Q U E S T I O N S ?
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1. What does CSR mean?
 

CSR is an abbreviation for Cor-

porate Social Responsibility. CSR 

initiatives are activities that aim to 

create value for society and corpo-

rate stakeholders.

2. Can you clarify OYOY Living 
Design’s experience with CSR 
and Sustainability - do you have a 
strategy on the subject?

Let’s start by stating that, despite 

working with CSR over the years, 

we are far from experts. 

As far as possible, we try to navi-

gate this topic and adapt OYOY 

Living Design to meet tomorrow’s, 

and not least our own, require-

ments to CSR. 

We do not have specific certifica-

tions that we can document these 

efforts with, but instead we have 

a number of requirements for our 

suppliers that ensure a high stand-

ard and that we can guarantee.

 

We will return to that strategy 

later…

3. That was a bit unclear - what 
requirements do you work on?

Yes, but it was also a very unclear 

question. All products are unique 

and there are different require-

ments for the different products 

and materials - just as there are 

often higher requirements for the 

products to be used for and by 

children. We try to live up to all 

these requirements, which include:
 

W E  C A R E

Do you think, like we do, that CSR and Sustainability can be challenging 
to understand? Read this and get answers to some of the questions we 
receive from, for example, our retailers, and learn about how we at OYOY 
Living Design relate to CSR and sustainability.

Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) and Sustainability

CSR and Sustainability
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GOTS, which is an abbreviation of the Global Organic Textile Standard, 

is a certification that controls everything about production - the 

product from raw material, through processing to finished product. 

The certificate provides a credible guarantee of environmentally and 

socially responsible production to the end user. The reason why our 

products are not labeled GOTS is that we as a company are not GOTS 

certified yet, but we strive to choose suppliers that are.

This means that you as a customer or end consumer can count on the 

high standard of the individual products. In fact, the most important 

thing is not whether we are GOTS certified, but more importantly that 

our suppliers are - and therefore also our products.

 

FSC is a certification that ensures that no more wood is removed for 

production, than the forest can reproduce. At the same time, the 

FSC is a guarantee that animals and plant life are protected, and that 

the affected employees in the forest are well educated and properly 

ensured safety equipment and wages. 

It is very comprehensive to become FSC certified, both for us and for 

our suppliers, but we try as much as possible to choose suppliers that 

use FSC certified wood.

REACH, which stands for Registration, Evaluation, Authorization 

and Restriction of Chemical Substances. This is the name of an EU 

regulation aimed at ensuring that the various types of chemicals used 

in the EU do not endanger human beings and the environment. All 

products sold on the European market are subject to this chemicals 

legislation. OYOY Living Design’s products meet the requirements of 

REACH, as we ensure that our products do not contain substances 

that are prohibited.

OEKO-TEX® Standard 100 is a product certification that requires  

no use of chemical substances that are - or are suspected of being - 

harmful to our health. The certification is one of the world’s leading 

textile health labels and is known by the brand ’Trust in Textiles’. 

The vast majority of our products are made of OEKO-TEX certified 

textiles - including in two different classifications in relation to OYOY 

LIVING and OYOY MINI products:

• Products for babies and toddlers up to the age of 36 months fall 

under PRODUCT CLASS 1.

• Products in the form of home decor and decoration materials, such 

as carpets, tea towels, upholstery fabrics and textile flooring, fall 

under PRODUCT CLASS 4.

We are continuously working to producing even more of our products  

in accordance to the requirements of OEKO-TEX.
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4. Well, it sounds like you know what 
you’re talking about ... But is there any-
thing else that should be mentioned?

Yes, we spend a lot of time being up to 

date on the subject and using it in our 

way of working and designing, but we 

are still learning. For us, one of the most 

important things when talking about en-

vironmental responsibility is; the lifetime 

of the product. We strive to create hon-

est and durable designs with a long life. 

Products that can last for many years and 

are passed on through generations. We 

are proud of our Danish design heritage 

and history, which is also characterized 

by high quality - in other words: design 

that lasts for a long time. In our opinion, 

this is a very important feature of a prod-

uct if we want to use the word sustain-

able. How long the product lasts will of 

course vary from product to product, but 

when we design smaller and larger furni-

ture etc., we want the end-consumer to 

keep the furniture for many years, after 

which it can be passed on.

5. It all sounds very good. But CSR is 
about much more than the environment 
and climate. What would you say to 
your defence?
 
Yes that is right. For OYOY Living De-

sign, our social responsibility is also 

extremely important. We demand that 

all our suppliers and partners comply 

with the Global Compact’s 10 principles 

on human rights, labour rights, the en-

vironment and anti-corruption https://

globalcompact.dk/de-10-principper/

 

We, as a company, try to create a frame-

work and an environment in which we 

adhere to the Global Compact’s 10 prin-

ciples. We care about the environmental 

problems that exist on our planet and 

therefore, we want to support and help 

wherever we can. For example, we do-

nate for the following purposes:

 

WWF - World Wildlife Fund: At OYOY 

Living Design, we are very compassion-

ate about our world, especially the wild 

endangered animals. This is exactly why 

we have supported for many years and 

will continue to support WWF. Together, 

we must create a world where humans 

live in harmony with nature.

6. Does that mean you are not yet a 
100% sustainable company? But what 
do you do and where can you get bet-
ter?

We cannot do everything, and we are 

aware of that, but we can start by being 

honest, which this is an attempt to. We 

believe that the most important thing is 

that we are open about our current ef-

forts and that we have a proactive mind-

set.

 

In the ideal world, we want to get better 

at all points of CSR, but as said several 

times above, it is a process that takes 

and requires an effort every day. We are 

constantly working to improve and have 

the following goals for the future:

• Moving production to Europe
We want to move a significant part of our production to Europe. This 

is a process that we have started and which we are working on every 

day.

• Communication
We aim for long-term partnerships with our suppliers based on 

challenging dialogue, as well as open and honest communication. Of 

course, this applies to all suppliers and partners.

• Quality assurance
We expect ourselves to design and produce based on principles that 

support our own and external requirements for quality assurance.

• Certifications
We want to be able to use multiple certifications to document that 

our products meet various requirements and expectations, cf. point 3

• Packaging
We work hard to reduce the use of plastic when packaging our 

products. In the case of shipments of goods from OYOY Living 

Design’s own warehouse, we recycle as much packaging as possible.

• Measurable strategy
We will increasingly implement a measurable CSR strategy that 

extends across all departments in the company, as well as becoming 

an entrenched part of our collaboration with suppliers and business 

partners. That is, we are not done yet, but we will be.

CSR and Sustainability
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7. So what do I, as a retailer of OYOY Living Design’s products, 
say to my customers when they ask me about OYOY Living Design, 
Sustainability and CSR?
 

You must tell your customers that OYOY Living Design has high 

expectations and requirements to themselves and their products 

when it comes to quality and sustainability. But you must also tell 

the customer that there are many requirements in this area and that 

it can be difficult to live up to all of them. The most important thing 

is that we take a stand and we are honest about where where we can 

do better.

 

If your customer has questions that you do not find answers to here, 

please feel free to send them to us at customerservice@oyoy.dk

Then we can give you and your customer an answer as well as up-

date this text so that other customers are able to find this informa-

tion as well. 

We appreciate your help.

Updated January 2021

CSR and Sustainability
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I M A G E B A N K

Find all photos - packs and mood images - for the OYOY LIVING and 

the OYOY MINI collections for DOWNLOAD in Flickr 

https://www.flickr.com/photos/130246498@N02/albums

If you can’t find the image you are looking for or would you like 

another size/resolution please contact us at louise@oyoy.dk

       @oyoylivingdesign
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We represent a playful yet straight forward aesthetic approach to 

design - focusing on form and shape meeting functionality.

The designs are classic, functional and long lasting with unique details 

and alluring colour combinations.

M A T E R I A L S 

&  C O L O R S
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The icon symbolizes an O and a Y, which is the 

characteristic element of the logo. The icon is 

used as a graphic element online and offline.

As a starting point, the logo and icon must be 

used on all graphic material online and offline 

(where possible)

OYOY Living Design ICON

The OYOY name is inspired by the OY letters, 

which since 1929 have been signed on all Danish 

aircraft. Regardless of where in the world the 

planes may be located, the sense of belonging 

to Denmark is significant. At OYOY Living Design 

we are also proud of our roots and the letters OY 

are to indicate our Danish heritage.

OYOY NAME

OYOY Living Design LOGO

MENTION OYOY Living Design must always be mentioned 

and written as OYOY Living Design or OYOY. 

Applies to both online and offline.

The collections must be mentioned 

OYOY LIVING and OYOY MINI.

Find OYOY Living Design logo and icon for 

download in Flickr 

https://www.flickr.com/photos/130246498@N02/

albums
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Typography // Secondary // Didot LT Pro

“Didot LT Italic should be used for quotes etc.
Online (website) and off line (catalog, postcards, 
press releases, POS material).”

  

Didot LT Italic

For text / graphics on images and banners online 
and off line. Online (website and news mail) and 
off line (catalog, postcards, press releases, price 
lists and POS material).

Didot LT Roman  

Aa
ABCDEFGHIJKLMN
OPQRSTUVWXYZÆØÅ
0123456789 &@%(). ,

Aa

abcdefghijklmn
opqrstuvwxyzæøå
0123456789 &@%(). ,

Avenir Next ultra light is for all text.

Online (website) and offline (catalog, postcards, 

press releases, price lists and POS material).

Light

Aa

Avenir Next medium is for pieces of text to 
be highlighted e.g. in text for journal. Online 
(website) and offline (catalog, postcards, press 
releases, price lists and POS material).

Roman

ABCDEFGHIJKLMN
OPQRSTUVWXYZÆØÅ
0123456789 &@%(). ,

Typography // Primary // Avenir

Aa
abcdefghi jklmn
opqrstuvwxyzæøå
0123456789 &@%(). ,
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@oyoylivingdesign

oyoydesign

I N S T A G R A M

P I N T E R E S T  /  F L I C K ’ R

A universe of OYOY Living Design with the purpose of exposing the 

brand through beautiful and inspirational images.

A universe of OYOY Living Design with the purpose of exposing 

the brand through beautiful and inspirational images. Flick’r is also 

imagebank.

M E D I A S

@OYOYlivingdesignF A C E B O O K

S O C I A L

Advertising and promotion of products and brand in order to get 

customers to visit oyoylivingdesign.dk/.com. Advertising of events, 

launch of new collection, storytelling etc. 

OYOY Living Design A/SL I N K E D I N

Profiling of OYOY Living Design A / S is a Danish design brand and 

company: Company data, information on OYOY Living Design and 

collections, news, exhibition information, job postings, etc.
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The Danish company OYOY Living Design A/S was founded in 

January 2012 by the Danish designer Lotte Fynboe. The designs 

are classic, functional and long lasting with unique details and 

alluring colour combinations. Influenced by traditional Danish 

design, the products are redesigns of childhood memories. Based 

on these memories unique products are created focusing on form 

and shape meeting functionality.

In the AW14 collection, a new design line was added to the OYOY 

universe when OYOY MINI was introduced. A cute collection 

created for children and playful souls. All products are made in 

cute colors and designs - and in the same good quality as all 

other products in the OYOY range.

ABOUT
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Hammershusvej  16A -  7400 Herning -  Denmark

+45 29 88 71 91 -  oyoy@oyoy.dk -  oyoyl iv ingdesign.com

OYOY Living Design A/S


